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DOCUMENT is pleased to present The indignation of counting spiders, an exhibition of photographs and 

ceramic works by Chicago-based artist Laura Letinsky. This is the artist’s third solo show with the 

gallery. The exhibition includes unreleased photographs from Letinsky’s on-going series, Coming to the 

Commons, Italy, and To Say It Isn’t So, along with debuting ceramic works from her new series Preparing 

for Flowers.

Letinsky’s photographic compositions are rooted in the historical exploration of seventeenth 

century still life painting. These domestic interiors feature subject matter akin to that of a classical 

Dutch still life wherein the fruit was honestly devoured and the wine readily consumed, leaving the 

viewer with only a peach pit on a stained tablecloth or a wine glass emptied to interpret. Through 

photographing objects and spaces that have been touched, devoured, or discarded, Letinsky explores 

the intimate tensions and banality of contemporary domestic life.

Preparing for Flowers, the title for the series of new ceramic works on view are influenced by 

Kintsugi, the Japanese art of repairing broken pottery. In the artist’s humble interpretation of  this 

tradition, she pushes the materials, porcelain and ceramic glaze to almost its breaking point, then 

resuscitates them, mending the works with colorful epoxy. Letinsky intentionally unmasks the repairs 

as evidence of care and continued desire. The repairs in their celebratory colors echo the tradition of 

Kintsugi, pushing away from the obsolescence of quick consumer culture.  

Similarly to the subject matter of Letinsky’s photography, these ceramic works retain a story. Each 

sculpture has been handled, worn thin, and then diligently arranged. Using these works as an invitation 

to experiment, the artist explores color similarly to the way she plays with the light in her photographs, 

stating; “It’s sort of like picture making with analog materials in that I don’t know what they will look 

like until after they are fired. Alchemical. Magic.”  However, unlike the photographs on view,  Letinsky 

relinquishes herself from any theoretical or conceptual framing, allowing the ceramics to act as more of 

a compulsion, a pleasure, a set of questions playing out through the materials and the process. 
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